The single BBQ is used in parks & gardens outside the Central City.

Ideally, the BBQ should be positioned near picnic table sets.

For BBQs located within Docklands, the body is fabricated from grade 316 stainless steel, elsewhere they are fabricated from galvanised steel and powder coated Dulux ‘Deep Brunswick Green’ 6134G. The bench top is grade 316 stainless steel sheet.

Concrete Slab to be ‘Charcoal’ coloured, achieved by adding 15kg/m² black oxide ‘Bayer 318’, or approved equal, to concrete mix prior to pouring.

For fabrication & installation drawings, refer to City of Melbourne, City Design drawings; Project No: 5105_F_BBQ SINGLE_FABRICATION_130612 & 5105_F_BBQ SINGLE_INSTALATION 130516